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Abstract. It is widely believed that the parity of the partition function p(n) is “random.”
Contrary to this expectation, in this note we prove the existence of infinitely many con-
gruence relations modulo 4 among its values. For each square-free integer 1 < D ≡ 23
(mod 24), we construct a weight 2 meromorphic modular form that is congruent modulo 4

to a certain twisted generating function for the numbers p
(
Dm2+1

24

)
(mod 4). We prove the

existence of infinitely many linear dependence congruences modulo 4 among suitable sets of
holomorphic normalizations of these series. These results rely on the theory of class num-
bers and Hilbert class polynomials, and generalized twisted Borcherds products developed by
Bruinier and the author.

1. Introduction and statement of results

A partition of a non-negative integer n is a non-increasing sequence of positive integers that
sums to n. The partition function p(n) counts the number of partitions of n. Ramanujan’s
celebrated congruences [39, 40] assert, for every non-negative integer n, that

p(5n+ 4) ≡ 0 (mod 5),

p(7n+ 5) ≡ 0 (mod 7),

p(11n+ 6) ≡ 0 (mod 11).

These congruences have inspired many works (for example, see [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 13, 20, 24,
26, 27, 34, 43] to name a few). Atkin [5] and Watson [43] notably proved infinite families of
congruences, where the moduli are arbitrary powers of 5, 7 and 11.

In the 1960s, Atkin [6] discovered further congruences, such as

p(17303n+ 237) ≡ 0 (mod 13),

where the moduli involve primes other than 5, 7, and 11. In 2000, the author revisited these
examples, and he employed the Deligne-Serre theory of modular `-adic Galois representations
and Shimura’s theory of half-integral weight modular forms [34] to prove the existence of
infinitely many such congruences for every prime modulus ` ≥ 5. Ahlgren and the author
[2, 3] later extended this result to include all moduli coprime to 6.

In contrast to this rich theory of congruences, much less is known about p(n) modulo 2
and 3. Apart from a theorem of Radu [38], which proves that there are no congruences of
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the form
p(an+ b) ≡ 0 (mod `),

where ` ∈ {2, 3}, very little is known. The parity of p(n) is conjectured to be “random”.
Indeed, a well-known conjecture of Parkin and Shanks [37] asserts that

lim
X→+∞

#{n ≤ X : p(n) is even (resp. odd)}
X

=
1

2
.

Although there have been many works (for example, see [1, 10, 16, 18, 19, 21, 23, 25, 28, 29,
30, 31, 32, 33, 37, 38, 42], to name a few) on the parity of p(n), this conjecture seems far
out of reach. Indeed, the strongest results do not preclude the possibility that

lim
X→+∞

#{n ≤ X : p(n) is even (resp. odd)}
X

1
2
+ε

= 0.

Even less is known about p(n) modulo 3. Indeed, it isn’t known that p(n) is infinitely often
a multiple of 3, or takes values in any fixed residue class modulo 3 infinitely often.

In view of these difficult problems, in 2010 the author initiated [36] research in a different
direction. Instead of concentrating on the values of the partition function in arithmetic
progressions, he identified special quadratic polynomial arguments. For each square-free
integer 1 < D ≡ 23 (mod 24), he constructed modular forms that capture the parity of the

values p
(
Dm2+1

24

)
. Using their modularity, he proved general theorems on the infinitude of

the number of even (resp. odd) numbers among such values. We refine this work to the
modulus 4.

Throughout, we suppose that 1 < D ≡ 23 (mod 24) is square-free. We define the formal
twisted generating function1

(1.1) P (D; q) :=
∑
m,n≥1

χ−D(n)χ12(m)p

(
Dm2 + 1

24

)
qmn,

where χd(·) is the discriminant d Kronecker character.

Remark. Apart from p(0) = 1, each partition number occurs in a single P (D; q), as 24n−1 =
Dm2 determines the square-free 1 < D ≡ 23 mod 24. Furthermore, modulo 2 we note that

P (D; q) :=
∑
m,n≥1

gcd(n,D)=1

p

(
Dm2 + 1

24

)
qmn (mod 2).

Our first result establishes that each P (D; q) is congruent modulo 4 to a specific weight 2
meromorphic modular form that arises as the logarithmic derivative of a twisted Borcherds
product. To make this precise, we require the notion of a Heegner point. Let QN,−D be
the set of positive definite integral binary quadratic forms Q(x, y) = ax2 + bxy + cy2, where
N | a, with discriminant b2 − 4ac = −D. The congruence subgroup Γ0(N) acts on QN,−D
with finitely many orbits. If Q ∈ QN,−D, then its Heegner point is

(1.2) τQ :=
−b+

√
−D

2a
∈ H := {Im(τ) > 0}.

1We note that p(α) := 0 for non-integral α.
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Since Γ0(N) acts on QN,−D with finitely many orbits, there are finitely many such points in
any fundamental domain for the action of Γ0(N) on H.

Every P (D; q) is congruent modulo 4 to the Fourier expansion at i∞ (i.e. q := e2πiτ ) of a
weight 2 meromorphic modular form with simple poles supported at Γ0(6) discriminant −D
Heegner points.

Theorem 1.1. If 1 < D ≡ 23 (mod 24) is square-free, then there is a weight 2 meromorphic
modular form LD(τ) on Γ0(6) for which

P (D; q) ≡ LD(τ) (mod 4).

The poles of LD(τ) are simple and are at Γ0(6) discriminant −D Heegner points.

Theorem 1.1 implies the existence of infinitely many linear dependence congruences mod-
ulo 4 among q-series assembled from the P (D; q). Although these congruence relations gen-
erally require many q-series, they are ubiquitous. Therefore, the partition function is not
truly random modulo 4, as its values satisfy a complicated infinite web of congruences.

To make this precise, let S be a finite set of square-free integers 1 < D ≡ 23 (mod 24),
and let hS := max {h(−D) : D ∈ S} , the maximum of the class numbers h(−D). For each
D ∈ S, we define the holomorphic normalizations

(1.3) P̂S(D; q) := P (D; q) ·∆(τ)hS ·H−D(1/∆(τ)).

For fundamental discriminants −D < 0, we recall the Hilbert class polynomial

(1.4) H−D(X) :=
∏

Q∈Q−D/PSL2(Z)

(X − j(τQ)) ∈ Z[X],

where Q−D denotes the discriminant −D positive definite integral binary quadratic forms,
and

j(τ) :=

(
1 + 240

∑∞
n=1

∑
d|n d

3qn
)3

q
∏∞

n=1(1− qn)24
=
E4(τ)3

∆(τ)
= q−1 + 744 + 196884q + . . .

is a hauptmodul for the field of modular functions on SL2(Z). The class number h(−D) is
the degree of H−D(X).

Theorem 1.2. Assuming the notation and hypotheses above, if #S > 12hS + 2, then the

q-series
{
P̂S(D; q) : D ∈ S

}
are linearly dependent modulo 4.

Remarks.
(1) Let St = {D1, D2, . . . , Dt} be the set of the first t square-free integers 1 ≤ D ≡ 23
(mod 24). In earlier work, Griffin, Tsai and the author (see Lemma 2.2 of [17]) proved for
fundamental discriminants −D < 0 that

h(−D) ≤
√
D(logD + 2)

π
.

Since a positive proportion of the integers n ≡ 23 (mod 24) are square-free, this implies the
existence of a linear dependence relation modulo 4 among the

{P̂St(D1; q), P̂St(D2; q), . . . , P̂St(Dt; q)}
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for every sufficiently large t. In fact, there is a linear dependence for any subset with more
than 12hSt + 2 many q-series.

(2) If there are t > 12m + 2 distinct square-free integers Di ≡ 23 (mod 24) for which
h(−Di) = m, then the proof of Theorem 1.2 shows that the q-series

{P (D1; q)H−D1(1/∆(τ)), P (D2; q)H−D2(1/∆(τ)), . . . , P (Dt; q)H−Dt(1/∆(τ))}

are linearly dependent modulo 4. This follows from the fact that each P̂S(Di; q) has the
same factor ∆(τ)m that can be factored out.

This note is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall some twisted Borcherds products
that arise from Ramanujan’s 3rd order mock theta functions. In Section 3 we study the
logarithmic derivatives of these products, and we study their reductions modulo 4. Then we
prove Theorem 1.1. Finally, we prove Theorem 1.2 in Section 4.

Acknowledgements

The author thanks Andreas Mono and Badri Pandey for useful conversations related to this
paper.

2. Borcherds products for Ramanujan’s 3rd order mock theta functions

In their work on derivatives of modular L-functions, the author and Bruinier [15] produced
generalized twisted Borcherds Products arising from weight 1/2 harmonic Maass forms. These
constructions are extensions and generalizations of previous automorphic infinite products
obtained by Borcherds [8, 9] and later Zagier [44]. The general results (see Theorems 6.1
and 6.2 of [15]) give modular forms with twisted Heegner divisor whose infinite product
expansions arise from weight 1/2 harmonic Maass forms (see [11, 14] for background on
harmonic Maass forms).

Ramanujan’s mock theta functions, which are special examples of holomorphic parts of
harmonic Maass forms of weight 1/2 (for example, see [12, 13, 35, 45, 46, 47]), can be used
to construct such products. We recall one example which involves a vector-valued form
assembled from the third order mock theta functions f(q) and ω(q), which are defined by

(2.1) f(q) := 1 +
∞∑
n=1

qn
2

(1 + q)2(1 + q2)2 · · · (1 + qn)2
,

and

ω(q) :=
∞∑
n=0

q2n
2+2n

(q; q2)2n+1

=
1

(1− q)2
+

q4

(1− q)2(1− q3)2
+

q12

(1− q)2(1− q3)2(1− q5)2
+ · · · .

(2.2)

It is important to note that f(q) and ω(q) have integer coefficients.
Using these mock theta functions, we define the vector-valued function

R(τ) := (R0(τ), R1(τ), . . . , R11(τ)),
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with components

(2.3) Rj(τ) :=



0 if j = 0, 3, 6, 9,

χ−12(j)q
−1f(q24) if j = 1, 5, 7, 11

2q8 (−ω(q12) + ω(−q12)) if j = 2,

−2q8 (ω(q12) + ω(−q12)) if j = 4,

2q8 (ω(q12) + ω(−q12)) if j = 8,

2q8 (ω(q12)− ω(−q12)) if j = 10.

For convenience, we denote the coefficients of the components by

Rj(τ) =:
∑
n≥nj

CR(j;n)qn

For each square-free 1 < D ≡ 23 (mod 24), we have the rational function

(2.4) PD(X) :=
∏

b mod D

(1− e(−b/D)X)(
−D
b ),

where e(α) := e2πiα and
(−D

b

)
is the Kronecker character for the negative fundamental

discriminant −D. We define the generalized Borcherds product ΨD(τ) by

(2.5) ΨD(τ) :=
∞∏
m=1

PD(qm)CR(m;Dm2).

Here n denotes the canonical residue class of n modulo 12.

Theorem 2.1. [§8.2 of [15]] Assuming the notation and hypotheses above, the function
ΨD(z) is a weight 0 meromorphic modular form on Γ0(6) with a discriminant -D twisted
Heegner divisor (see §5 of [15] for the explicit divisor).

3. Proof of Theorem 1.1

We recall the holomorphic differential operator

D := q
d

dq
=

1

2πi
· d

dτ
.

Let ΨD(τ) be the generalized Borcherds product in (2.5). Then, we define the function

LD(τ) :=
1

−
√
−D

(DΨD) (τ)

ΨD(τ)
.

We prove the following properties about LD(τ).

Lemma 3.1. Assuming the notation and hypotheses of Theorem 2.1, the following are true.
(1) The function LD(τ) is a weight 2 meromorphic modular form on Γ0(6) with q-expansion

LD(τ) =
∞∑
m=1

CR(m;Dm2)m
∞∑
n=1

gcd(n,D)=1

(
−D
n

)
qmn.
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(2) The poles of LD(τ) in the fundamental domain of Γ0(6) are simple and are located at
Γ0(6) Heegner points with discriminant −D.

Proof. Since D agrees with the Ramanujan-Serre derivative operator in weight 0, the function
(DΨD) (g; τ) has weight 2. Together with Theorem 2.1, this proves the first assertion of part
(1). To verify the claimed Fourier expansion, we calculate that

(DPD) (qm)

PD(qm)
= q

d

dq

∑
b mod D

(
−D
b

)
log
(

1− e−2πi
b
D qm

)
= −m

∑
b mod D

(
−D
b

) ∞∑
n=1

(
e−2πi

b
D qm

)n
.

By [22, (3.12)], we have(
−D
n

) ∑
b mod D

(
−D
b

)
e−

2πib
D =

∑
b mod D

(
−D
b

)
e−

2πibn
D if gcd(n,D) = 1,

and both sides of this identity vanish if gcd(n,D) > 1. We use [22, Theorem 3.3] to evaluate
the left hand side of this identity assuming gcd(n,D) = 1, and note that −D ≡ 1 (mod 4).
Therefore, we find that

LD(τ) =
1

−
√
−D

∞∑
m=1

CR(m;Dm2) · q d
dq

log (PD(qm))

=
∞∑
m=1

CR(m;Dm2)m
∞∑
n=1

gcd(n,D)=1

(
−D
n

)
qmn,

which proves the claimed Fourier expansion of LD(τ). The second claim follows from Theo-
rem 2.1 as every zero or pole of ΨD(τ) becomes a simple pole of its logarithmic derivative. �

Euler observed that

P (q) :=
∞∑
n=0

p(n)qn =
∞∏
n=1

1

1− qn
=
q1/24

η(τ)
.

We have the following alternate identity for P (q), which in turn provides a crucial congruence
between P (q) and Ramanujan’s third order mock theta function f(q).

Lemma 3.2. As formal power series, we have that P (q) ≡ f(q) (mod 4).

Proof. For every positive integer m, the q-series

1

(1− q)(1− q2) · · · (1− qm)
=
∞∑
n=0

am(n)qn

is the generating function for am(n), the number of partitions of n whose summands do not
exceed m. Therefore, the q-series

qm
2

(1− q)2(1− q2)2 · · · (1− qm)2
=
∞∑
n=0

bm(n)qn
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is the generating function for bm(n), the number of partitions of n with a Durfee square of
size m2. The identity

P (q) = 1 +
∞∑
m=1

qm
2

(1− q)2(1− q2)2 · · · (1− qm)2

follows by summing in m. The claimed congruence follows trivially from the definition of
f(q) as

qm
2

(1− q)2(1− q2)2 · · · (1− qm)2
≡ qm

2

(1 + q)2(1 + q2)2 · · · (1 + qm)2
(mod 4).

�

Proof of Theorem 1.1. We note that 2(ω(±q12) + ω(∓q12) ≡ 0 (mod 4), which then implies
that

Rj(τ) =
∑
n≥nj

CR(j;n)qn ≡

{
χ−12(j)q

−1f(q24) ≡ χ−12(j)q
−1P (q24) (mod 4) if j = 1, 5, 7, 11,

0 (mod 4) otherwise.

The theorem follows as the definition of P (D; q) is congruent to LD(τ) modulo 4 thanks to
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, and the fact that χ−12(m)m ≡ χ12(m) (mod 4). �

4. Proof of Theorem 1.2

Here we prove Theorem 1.2, which follows easily from a well-known theorem of Sturm [41]
on congruences between holomorphic modular forms.

Proof of Theorem 1.2. For each square-free 1 ≤ D ≡ 23 (mod 24), we have that LD(τ) is a
weight 2 meromorphic modular form on Γ0(6) with simple poles at discriminant −D Heegner
points. Therefore, in terms of the modular function j(τ) = q−1 + 744 + 196884q + . . . and
the weight 12 cusp form ∆(τ) = q − 24q2 + . . . , we find that

LD(τ) ·∆(τ)h(−D) ·H−D(j(τ))

is a weight 12h(−D) + 2 holomorphic modular form on Γ0(6). Moreover, since j(τ) =
E4(τ)3/∆(τ) ≡ 1/∆(τ) (mod 4), we have that

LD(τ) ·∆(τ)h(−D) ·H−D(j(τ)) ≡ LD(τ) ·∆(τ)h(−D) ·H−D(1/∆(τ)) (mod 4).

Given the set S, we then find that each P̂S(D; q) is congruent to a weight 12hS + 2 holo-
morphic modular form on Γ0(6). However, by a theorem of Sturm, two weight k holomorphic
modular forms are congruent if their Fourier expansions are congruent for more than the first

[SL2(Z) : Γ0(6)] · (12hS + 2)/12 = 12hS + 2

many terms. �
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